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We present a generator-coordinate method for realistic shell-model Hamiltonians that closely approximates
the full shell model calculations of the matrix elements for the neutrinoless double-β decay of 124Sn, 130Te, and
136Xe. We treat not only quadrupole deformations but also the proton-neutron pairing amplitudes as generator
coordinates. We validate this method by calculating and comparing spectroscopic quantities with the exact
shell model results and experimental data. Our Hamiltonian-based generator-coordinate method produces 0νββ
matrix elements much closer to the shell model ones, compared to the existing energy-density-functional-based
generator-coordinate approaches. The remaining overestimation of 0νββ nuclear matrix element suggests that
additional correlations may be needed to be taken into account for 124Sn, 130Te, and 136Xe when calculating with
the Hamiltonian-based generator-coordinate method. The validation of this method may open the possibility of
calculating 0νββ matrix element of 150Nd in a large shell-model space.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevC.98.064324
I. INTRODUCTION
The possible detection of 0νββ decay is of great im-
portance for unveiling the Majorana character of neutrinos,
which would imply an extension to the standard model of
particle physics. Furthermore, if this transition is observed, the
measurement of its decay rates can provide information about
the absolute neutrino mass scale and mass hierarchy, if one
can obtain accurate values of the underlying nuclear matrix
elements (NMEs) governing the 0νββ decay [1]. At present,
NMEs given by various nuclear models show significant
variation up to a factor of 3 [2,3]. These large uncertainties in
the calculated NME preclude not only a definitive choice and
amount of material that is required in expensive experiments,
but also the inference of accurate values of absolute neutrino
masses once a 0νββ decay rate is known [2]. Reducing
the uncertainty in the matrix elements would be crucial for
planning the expensive and complicated ββ experiments that
are anticipated.
Several nuclear structure methods have been employed to
calculate the 0νββ NMEs, including shell model (SM) [4–12],
interacting boson model (IBM) [13–15], quasiparticle random
phase approximation (QRPA) [16–27], and generator coordi-
nate method (GCM) [28–32]. Both QRPA and GCM can in-
corporate energy density functional (EDF) theory [23,28–31].
The most obvious feature of EDF-based GCM calculations
is that the 0νββ matrix elements are much larger than those
of the SM. The overestimation could be the result of missing
important high-seniority correlations in both the GCM ansatz
and in the EDF itself [33]. Adding correlations to EDF without
having genuine operators to relate to, however, may lead to in-
consistencies and unexpected results [34]. In contrast, SM ex-
actly diagonalizes an effective nuclear Hamiltonian (Heff ) in
a valence space, which means that SM considers all possible
correlations around the Fermi surface that can be induced by
Heff. However, this careful treatment of correlations restricts
SM calculations to relatively small configuration spaces. Most
SM calculations of 0νββ matrix elements are performed in a
single harmonic oscillator shell, and hence may be unable to
fully capture collective correlations [3].
One way to overcome some drawbacks of EDF-based
GCM is to abandon the focus on functionals and return to
Hamiltonians. Starting from an effective Hamiltonian allows
us to include the important shell model correlations in a
self-consistent way. In addition, an effective Hamiltonian is
usually originated from a bare nucleon-nucleon interaction,
and then adapted to a certain configuration space through
many-body perturbation theory [35]. This means that the
Hamiltonian-based GCM can be extended to larger valence
space. The Hamiltonian-based GCM may thus be able to in-
clude both the important correlations of SM and large config-
uration spaces of EDF-based methods, without the drawbacks
of either approach.
An important question to answer is which correlations
are most relevant to 0νββ matrix elements, but are missing
in the EDF-based GCM calculations. Both QRPA and SM
calculations suggest that isoscalar pairing correlations quench
the Gamow-Teller part of 0νββ matrix elements significantly
[36–38], while the implementation of isoscalar pairing for
EDF has not yet been developed. Recently, we developed a
GCM code that works with realistic effective Hamiltonians,
and we tested it on the calculations of 0νββ NMEs for 48Ca
and 76Ge within both a single shell and two major shells [39].
To fully address the effect of isoscalar pairing and quadrupole
correlations on 0νββ decay, we treat the isoscalar pairing
amplitude, in addition to quadrupole shape fluctuations, as the
generator coordinates in the GCM approach.
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Recent interest in 124Sn, 130Te, and 136Xe for 0νββ-decay
experiments [40,41] presents a pressing need for accurate
calculations of the 0νββ NMEs associated with these nuclei.
In addition, investigations of the 0νββ decay for these nuclei
could be a crucial step towards the study of heavier 0νββ
candidates (e.g., 150Nd) in extremely large model spaces that
are beyond the current capability of SM codes. Therefore,
we extend our Hamiltonian-based GCM to the calculation
of spectroscopic quantities as well as the 0νββ NMEs for
124Sn, 130Te, and 136Xe. This paper is organized as follows:
Section II presents a brief overview of the 0νββ matrix
elements and of the GCM that works with multi-shell effective
Hamiltonians. Section III presents the detailed study with the
Hamiltonian-based GCM for 124Sn, 130Te, and 136Xe, includ-
ing the calculated ground-state energies, level spectra, E2
transition strength, occupancies of valence orbitals, and the
analysis of 0νββ NMEs. Finally, a summary with conclusions
is presented in Sec. IV.
II. THE MODEL
In the closure approximation, we can write the 0νββ decay
matrix element in terms of the initial and final ground states
and a two-body transition operator. If the decay is produced
by the exchange of a light-Majorana neutrino with the usual
left-handed currents, the NME can be given by
M0ν = M0νGT −
g2V
g2A
M0νF + M0νT (1)
where GT, F, and T refer to the Gamow-Teller, Fermi and
tensor parts of the matrix elements. The vector and axial
coupling constants are taken to be gV = 1 and gA = 1.254,
respectively. We modify our wave functions at short distances
using a Jastrow short-range correlation (SRC) function with
CD-Bonn parametrization [21]. A detailed definition of the
form of the matrix element can be found in Ref. [20].
To compute the 0νββ matrix element in Eq. (1), one needs
initial and final ground states |I 〉 and |F 〉, which can be pro-
vided by GCM. We use a shell model effective Hamiltonian
(Heff ) in our approach. In an isospin scheme, Heff can be
written as a sum of one- and two-body operators:
Heff =
∑
a
anˆa +
∑
ab,cd
∑
JT
VJT (ab; cd ) ˆTJT (ab; cd ), (2)
where a stands for single-particle energies, VJT (ab; cd )
stands for two-body matrix elements (TBMEs), nˆa is the num-
ber operator for the spherical orbit a with quantum numbers
(na, la, ja ), and
ˆTJT (ab; cd ) =
∑
MTz
A
†
JMT Tz
(ab)AJMT Tz (cd ) (3)
is the scalar two-body density operator for nucleon pairs in
orbitals a, b and c, d coupled to the quantum numbers J , M ,
T , and Tz.
The first step in the GCM procedure is to generate a
set of reference states |(q )〉 that are quasiparticle vacua
constrained to given expectation values qi = 〈Oi〉 for a set of
collective operators Oi . Here we take the operators Oi to be
O1 = Q20, O2 = Q22,
O3 = 12 (P0 + P †0 ), O4 = 12 (S0 + S†0 ), (4)
where
Q2M =
∑
a
r2aY
2M
a ,
P
†
0 =
1√
2
∑
l
ˆl[c†l c†l ]L=0,J=1,T=0000 ,
S
†
0 =
1√
2
∑
l
ˆl[c†l c†l ]L=0,J=0,T=1000 ,
(5)
with M labeling the angular-momentum z projection, a la-
beling nucleons, and the brackets signifying the coupling
of orbital angular momentum, spin, and isospin to various
values, each of which has z projection zero. In Eq. (5),
the operator c†l creates a particle in the single-particle level
with an orbital angular momentum l, and ˆl ≡ √2l + 1. The
operator P †0 creates a correlated isoscalar pair and the operator
S
†
0 a correlated isovector pn pair. To include the effect of
isoscalar pairing, we start from a Bogoliubov transformation
that mixes neutrons and protons in the quasiparticle operators,
i.e. (schematically),
α† ∼ upc†p + vpcp + unc†n + vncn. (6)
The actual equations in practical calculations sum over single-
particle states in the valence space, so that each of the coeffi-
cients u and v in Eq. (6) would be replaced by matrices U and
V , as described in Ref. [42].
We further solve the constrained Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov
(HFB) equations for the Hamiltonian with linear constraints
〈H ′〉 = 〈Heff〉 − λZ (〈NZ〉 − Z) − λN (〈NN 〉 − N )
−
∑
i
λi (〈Oi〉 − qi ), (7)
where the NZ and NN are the proton and neutron number
operators, λZ and λN are corresponding Lagrange multipliers,
the sum over i includes up to three of the four Oi in Eq. (4),
and the other λi are Lagrange multipliers that constrain the
expectation values of those operators to qi . We solve these
equations many times, constraining each time to a different
point on a mesh in the space of qi .
Once we obtain a set of HFB vacua with various amounts
of axial deformation, triaxial deformation, and isoscalar pair-
ing amplitude, the GCM state can be constructed by superpos-
ing the projected HFB vacua as:
∣∣JNZσ
〉 =
∑
K,q
f JKqσ |JMK;NZ; q〉, (8)
where |JMK;NZ; q〉 ≡ ˆP JMK ˆPN ˆPZ|(q )〉. The ˆP ’s are pro-jection operators that project HFB states onto well-defined
angular momentum J and its z component M , neutron number
N , and proton number Z [44]. The weight functions f JKqσ ,
where σ is simply a enumeration index, can be obtained by
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solving the Hill-Wheeler equations [44]
∑
K ′,q ′
{HJKK ′ (q; q ′) − EJσN JKK ′ (q; q ′)
}
f JK
′
q ′σ = 0, (9)
where the Hamiltonian kernel HJKK ′ (q; q ′) and the norm
kernel N JKK ′ (q; q ′) are given by
HJKK ′ (q; q ′) = 〈(q )|Heff ˆP JKK ′ ˆPN ˆPZ|(q ′)〉,
N JKK ′ (q; q ′) = 〈(q )| ˆP JKK ′ ˆPN ˆPZ|(q ′)〉. (10)
To solve Eq. (9), we diagonalize the norm kernel N and use
the nonzero eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors to
construct a set of “natural states.” Then, the Hamiltonian is
diagonalized in the space of these natural states to obtain the
GCM states |JNZσ 〉 (see details in Refs. [45,46]). With the
lowest J = 0 GCM states as ground states of the initial and
final nuclei, we can finally calculate the 0νββ decay matrix
element M0ν in Eq. (1).
III. CALCULATIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
We start by using our GCM which employs an effective
Hamiltonian in a model space that a SM calculation can be
applied to. If the Hamiltonian-based GCM and the SM itself
use the same Hamiltonian and the same valence space, the SM
can thus be considered as the “exact” solution because it di-
agonalizes the Hamiltonian exactly. Therefore, comparing the
results given by Hamiltonian-based GCM and SM indicates to
what extent the GCM can capture the correlations relevant to
0νββ matrix elements.
For the calculations of the 0νββ decay NMEs of 124Sn,
130Te, and 136Xe, we need a reliable effective Hamiltonian.
Currently, the best option is using a fine-tuned effective
Hamiltonian for the jj55-shell configuration space that com-
promises the 0g7/2, 1d5/2, 1d3/2, 2s1/2, and 0h11/2 orbitals. As
a reference Hamiltonian, we use a recently proposed shell-
model effective Hamiltonian called the singular value decom-
position (SVD) Hamiltonian [47], which has been tested for
the range of nuclei of interest to this study [9,10,47]. This
Hamiltonian accounts successfully for the spectroscopy, elec-
tromagnetic and Gamow-Teller transitions, and deformation
of the initial and final nuclei that our calculations involve
[9,10]. Although the energy spectra of 136Xe and 136Ba pro-
duced by the SVD Hamiltonian are not as good as those
one gets when using the GCN50:82 Hamiltonian [48], they
are still reasonable when compared with experimental data
(see Fig. 1 of Ref. [9]). In addition, Ref. [9] used the SVD
Hamiltonian to check all other relevant observables, such as
the reduced E2 transition probabilities, B(E2 : 0+1 → 2+1 ),
the occupation probabilities, and the Gamow-Teller strengths,
which were found again to be in reasonably good agreement
with the available experimental data when the standard ef-
fective charges and quenching factors are used. Therefore,
we assume that our analysis based on the SVD effective
Hamiltonian is not unreasonable, and can be used to asses the
viability of our GCM approach.
Because these nuclei show no evidence of triaxial defor-
mation, neither theoretically nor experimentally, our GCM
calculations use axial quadrupole moment q1 ≡ 〈Q20〉, as well
TABLE I. The g.s. energies (in MeV) obtained with the SVD
Hamiltonian by using GCM and SM for 124Sn, 124Te, 130Te, 130Xe,
136Xe, and 136Ba.
Nuclei GCM SM
124Sn −15.733 −16.052
124Te −23.082 −24.446
130Te −25.705 −26.039
130Xe −32.583 −33.313
136Xe −34.931 −34.971
136Ba −40.341 −40.745
as the proton-neutron pairing parameters q3 ≡ 1/2〈P0 + P †0 〉
and q4 ≡ 1/2〈S0 + S†0〉 as generator coordinates.
A. Ground-state energies and spectra
The first study we perform with the Hamiltonian-based
GCM is the comparison of the calculated ground-state (g.s.)
energies and the low-lying spectra of 124Sn, 124Te, 130Te,
130Xe, 136Xe, and 136Ba with the SM calculations [9,10].
Table I presents the g.s. energies obtained using the SVD
Hamiltonian for both nuclear structure approaches employed.
These results are very close to the exact solutions given by
SM, implying that our Hamiltonian-based GCM has captured
a major part of important correlations in the ground states of
these nuclei.
Figure 1 shows the low-lying level spectra of these nuclei,
compared to the SM calculations [9,10] and experimental data
[43]. Generally, the Hamiltonian-based GCM calculations are
in reasonable agreement with the SM results and experimental
spectra. As a comparison, the EDF-based GCM gives much
higher 2+ states for 124Sn, 124Te, 130Te, 130Xe, 136Xe, and
136Ba [30]. We notice that the GCM calculations tend to
overestimate the excitation energies of 4+ states given by
SM. The overestimation could be due to the fact that our
GCM calculations exclude the multi-quasiparticle (or called
broken-pair) excitation, and this breaks the time-reversal sym-
metry. The multi-quasiparticle excitations would lower the
excited states significantly, especially in the nearly spherical
and weakly deformed nuclei. The inclusion of noncollective
FIG. 1. The calculated low-lying energy levels for 124Sn, 124Te,
130Te, 130Xe, 136Xe, and 136Ba, compared to the exact solutions of
SM [9,10] and experimental data [43].
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TABLE II. The B(E2 : 0+1 → 2+1 ) (in e2b2) obtained with the
SVD Hamiltonian by using GCM and SM for 124Sn, 124Te, 130Te,
130Xe, 136Xe, and 136Ba, compared to the adopted values [49].
124Sn 124Te 130Te 130Xe 136Xe 136Ba
GCM 0.168 0.648 0.165 0.492 0.220 0.475
SM 0.146 0.579 0.153 0.502 0.215 0.479
Adopted 0.162 0.560 0.297 0.634 0.217 0.413
configurations like multi-quasiparticle configurations would
be important for a better description of the low-lying spectra
of spherical and weakly deformed nuclei. This is, however,
beyond scope of this work.
B. B(E2) ↑ transitions
For the calculation of the reduced E2 transition prob-
ability B(E2 : 0+1 → 2+1 ), we use the canonical effective
charges eeffn = 0.5e, eeffp = 1.5e for 130Te/Xe and 136Xe/Ba.
For 124Sn/Te, we use eeffn = 0.88e and eeffp = 1.88e, which
are suggested for tin isotopes with no protons in the valence
space in Refs. [10,47]. The results are presented in Table II,
in comparison with the SM calculated values [9,10] and the
experimentally adopted ones [49]. We can see a very good
agreement between the Hamiltonian-based GCM and the SM
calculations. Both GCM and SM calculations reproduce well
the adopted values with only a slight underestimation for 130Te
and 130Xe. The underestimation may indicate the need of
adjusting the effective charges.
C. Occupation probabilities
It is known that the 0νββ NMEs are sensitive to the
occupancies of valence neutron and proton orbitals [22]. To
further verify how suitable the Hamiltonian-based GCM is in
describing the nuclear structure and 0νββ decay aspects of
the nuclei involved, we also calculate the neutron vacancies
for 124Sn, 124Te, 136Xe, and 136Ba, as well as the proton
occupancies for 124Te and 136Ba. Our results are presented in
Fig. 2, and are compared to the SM calculations reported in
Figs. 2–4 of Ref. [9] and Fig. 2 of Ref. [10]. The occupation
probabilities of the 1d5/2 and 1d3/2 orbitals are summed up
and presented as 1d, which is similar to the procedure used in
the references that provides the experimental data for compar-
ison. The occupancies obtained with our GCM calculations
are close to the values calculated by SM. The calculated
occupancies, combined with the g.s. energies, level spectra,
and B(E2 : 0+1 → 2+1 ) mentioned above, leads us to consider
that Hamiltonian-based GCM is suitable for the description of
the relevant nuclear structure aspects for these initial and final
nuclei involved in the 0νββ decay.
D. Analysis of the 0νββ nuclear matrix elements
for 124Sn, 130Te, and 136Xe
The validation of the Gamow-Teller strength distributions
and 2νββ decay NME is relevant for a good description of
0νββ decay rates. Both of them require a theoretical calcula-
tion of an odd-odd nucleus (e.g., 136Cs for 136Xe), which is the
FIG. 2. The calculated vacancies of valence neutron orbitals for
124Sn, 124Te, and 136Ba, as well as the calculated occupancies of
valence proton orbitals for 124Te 136Xe, and 136Ba.
daughter nucleus of the Gamow-Teller transition of the parent
(e.g., 136Xe) and the intermediate nucleus in the 2νββ decay.
However, the calculations of odd-odd nuclei in the framework
of GCM associated with angular-momentum and particle-
number projection have not been fully developed. This is
because (i) even at the mean-field level, such as the HFB
approach, odd and odd-odd nuclei are numerically difficult
to calculate, and therefore for the ground states one must try
several spins or parity; (ii) the blocked structure of the wave
function results in the breaking of the time-reversal symmetry,
and hence the triaxial projections have to be performed. Very
recently, the GCM has been extended to include studies of
odd-even nuclei, which have been studied using the Skyrme
[50] and Gogny forces [51], but a realistic GCM calculation
of odd-odd nuclei seems to be still out of reach. Therefore, the
Gamow-Teller strength distributions and 2νββ decay NMEs
are not discussed in this paper.
We calculate the matrix elements of 124Sn, 130Te, and 136Xe
using our GCM approach. Recent interest in these nuclei
for 0νββ-decay experiments [40,41] presents a pressing need
for accurate calculations of the 0νββ NMEs to guide the
experimental effort.
Figure 3 illustrates our calculated 0νββ NMEs, compared
to the values given by the SM and the EDF-based GCM
employing nonrelativistic Gogny D1S force and relativistic
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FIG. 3. Calculated 0νββ NMEs, compared to the values given by
SM (denoted by “ISM-CMU”) [9,10], EDF-based GCM employed
non-relativistic Gogny D1S force (denoted by “NREDF”) [29] and
relativistic PC-PK1 force (denoted by “REDF”) [30].
PC-PK1 force. It can be seen that previous GCM calculations
produce NMEs which are more than two times larger than
the SM ones. In contrast, with our Hamiltonian-based GCM
calculations we obtain NMEs that are about only 30% larger
than the SM results, significantly reducing the long-debated
discrepancy between previous GCM and SM predictions.
To further understand this 30% overestimation given by our
GCM calculations, the values for the 0νββ decay NMEs of
124Sn, 130Te, and 136Xe are listed in Table III, where we show
the Gamow-Teller, the Fermi, and the tensor contributions.
Generally, the Fermi and tensor parts of NMEs present good
agreement between our GCM calculations and SM calcula-
tions, while the Gamow-Teller part of NMEs are noticeably
larger in our GCM results, resulting in the 30% overestimation
in the total 0νββ NMEs.
The analysis of the 0νββ NME is extended by looking at
the decomposition of the NMEs over the angular momentum
I of the proton (or neutron) pairs (see Eq. (B4) in Ref. [52]),
called I -pair decomposition. In this case, the NME can be
TABLE III. The NMEs obtained with SVD Hamiltonian by using
GCM and SM for 124Sn, 130Te, and 136Xe. The SM results are taken
from Refs. [9,10]. CD-Bonn SRC parametrization was used.
M0νGT M
0ν
F M
0ν
T M
0ν
124Sn GCM 2.48 −0.51 −0.03 2.76
SM 1.85 −0.47 −0.01 2.15
130Te GCM 2.25 −0.47 −0.02 2.52
SM 1.66 −0.44 −0.01 1.94
136Xe GCM 2.17 −0.32 −0.02 2.35
SM 1.50 −0.40 −0.01 1.76
FIG. 4. I -pair decomposition: contributions to the Gamow-Teller
matrix elements for the 0νββ decay of 124Sn, 130Te, and 136Xe from
the configurations when two initial neutrons and two final protons
have a certain total spin I , compared to SM [9,10] calculations. CD-
Bonn SRC parametrization was used.
written as Mα =
∑
I Mα (I ), where Mα (I ) represent the con-
tributions from each pair-spin I to the α part of the NME.
To analyze the deviation between the M0νGT given by GCM
and SM, Fig. 4 presents the I -pair decomposition for the
Gamow-Teller part of our calculated 0νββ NMEs, compared
to the one calculated by SM [9,10]. The bars in Figs. 4 can
be added directly to get the Gamow-Teller part of NMEs.
As we can see, the dramatic cancellation between the I = 0
and I = 2 contributions shown by the SM calculations is
reproduced perfectly by our GCM approach. However, SM
calculations give more negative contributions with I  4,
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FIG. 5. The differences of Gamow-Teller part of NMEs between
our GCM and SM calculations against the pair-spin I for 124Sn,
130Te, and 136Xe.
which further reduce the Gamow-Teller NMEs. In contrast,
our GCM approach can barely produce any contributions with
I  4.
Figure 5 visualizes the differences in Gamow-Teller NMEs
between our GCM and SM calculations against the pair-spin
I , which can help us to identify where the differences mainly
come from. If we only include the I  2 contributions, the
Gamow-Teller NMEs obtained by our GCM approach are
very close to the ones given by SM in all three nuclei involved.
However, if the I  4 contribution are taken into account,
the differences are noticeably increased to about 0.45 for all
the candidate nuclei. The inclusion of all possible pair-spin I
contributions would increase these differences even further.
Apparently, the overestimation of Gamow-Teller NMEs is
associated with those large-I -pair contributions, which may
correspond to collective or noncollective correlations that are
excluded from current GCM calculations.
Therefore, the deviation between our current Hamiltonian-
based GCM and SM results may be related to the lack of
some correlations, which become important in 124Sn, 124Te,
130Te, 130Xe, 136Xe, and 136Ba. Since these nuclei are all
near spherical or weakly deformed, one can expect that the
noncollective correlations, for example, quasiparticle excita-
tions, may overcome the collective correlations. Currently,
the reference states that the GCM method employs are HFB
states imposed by the time-reversal symmetry, which exclude
any multi-quasiparticle configurations. It would be of great
interest if we could treat the quasiparticle excitation as an
additional generator coordinate in the future. It could improve
the description of 0νββ decay NME for these nuclei.
IV. SUMMARY
In this paper, we present a GCM calculation based on
effective shell model Hamiltonians for the 0νββ decay NMEs
of 124Sn, 130Te, and 136Xe in the jj55 model space that
compromises the 0g7/2, 1d5/2, 1d3/2, 2s1/2, and 0h11/2 orbitals.
We use the SVD effective Hamiltonian that was fine-tuned to
describe the experimental data. To ensure the reliability of the
results, we perform the Hamiltonian-based GCM calculations
of the ground-state energies, low-lying level spectra, and
occupancies of valence neutron and proton orbitals. These
are compared with the SM results obtained by exactly diag-
onalizing the same effective Hamiltonian. Our results are in
reasonable agreement with the values obtained with the shell
model. We also provide a detailed analysis of 0νββ decay
NMEs for 124Sn, 130Te, and 136Xe. Our Hamiltonian-based
GCM produces 0νββ decay NMEs that are about 30% larger
than the ones obtained by SM, significantly reducing the large
deviation between previous GCM and SM predictions. By
checking the decomposition of the NMEs over the angular
momentum I of the proton or neutron pairs, we find that
the remaining 30% overestimation of 0νββ decay NMEs
may be associated with the exclusion of some noncollective
correlations.
Furthermore, the validation of Hamiltonian-based GCM
calculation for 124Sn, 130Te, and 136Xe opens the possibility
to study the 0νββ NME of 150Nd with realistic effective
interactions, by including the most important correlations.
For 150Nd and 150Sm, a larger valence space (e.g., the shell
closures from N = Z = 50 to 126) is required. However,
the number of states for A = 150 nuclei in this space is too
large for exact diagonalization in the conventional SM. In
contrast, the Hamiltonian-based GCM can be easily extended
to this model space. There are at least two ways to obtain a
reasonable effective Hamiltonian in this larger model space:
(i) build a separable collective Hamiltonian including the
monopole term, pairing term, quadrupole-quadrupole term,
and spin-isospin term, following the work of Dufour and
Zuker [53]; (ii) perhaps more difficult, but more important,
is an implementation of valence-space Hamiltonians derived
from ab initio approaches, such as in-medium similarity
renormalization group (IM-SRG) [54] or coupled cluster (CC)
[55] methods. Recent work [56] has extended the reach of
valence-space IM-SRG in one single shell to essentially all
light- and medium-mass nuclei. The extension of the ab initio
valence-space Hamiltonian in multiple shells by using our
GCM approach would be a desirable next step.
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